The Fleapit
Cinema Club

W

elcome to Season 12. This year, we’ve built
our programme around Fleapit favourites –
the filmmakers and actors you’ve told us you
like best. Thus M. Hulot, Mike Leigh, the Coen Brothers,
Laurel & Hardy, Bette Davis, Hitchcock and David Lean
all make welcome returns. Alongside them, we have a
selection of foreign language films, chosen for their
ability to surprise, delight, challenge and entertain.

We are continuing our Sunday matinees and are showing
three classic epics across three genres, all of which just
have to be seen on the big screen. After all, even a giant
plasma telly can’t do justice to the opening shot of
Lawrence of Arabia. So, bring a box of chocs (and maybe
a cushion), sit back and enjoy. We have one final bonus
– on July 20th 2009 we will be marking – to the day - the
40th Anniversary of the first Moon landing by showing In
the Shadow of the Moon – a spectacular documentary
tracing the history of the Apollo space programme and all
12 men – yes, 12 – who have walked on its surface.
Which means that Season 12 includes no fewer than 18
films to look forward to…

The Fleapit Cinema Club
Westerham Hall

Quebec Avenue, Westerham, Kent.
Doors and bar open 7:30pm
Main Feature starts 8:00pm unless otherwise indicated
† Sunday Matinée 2:30pm for 3:00pm

THe SeASon AT A GLAnCe
A Private Function
26th September’08
Fargo
10th october’08
Playtime
24th october’08
Lawrence of Arabia (Sunday Matinée)†
2nd november’08
All About eve
7th november’08
Went the Day Well
21st november’08
Topsy-Turvy
12th December’08
Fah Talai Jone (Tears of the Black Tiger)
9th January’09
South Pacific (Sunday Matinée)†
18th January’09
Le Voyage du Ballon Rouge
23rd January’09
entertaining Mr. Sloane
6th February’09
Good Bye Lenin!
20th February’09
Silent night*
6th March’09
The Good, Bad & Ugly (Sunday Matinée)†
15th March ‘09
Rashomon
20th March’09
The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert 3rd April’09
The African Queen
17th April’09
In the Shadow of the Moon
20th July ‘09
*See programme for details

Tickets for Members’ Guests are £3.50
payable on the door.
Seats are allocated on a first come, first served basis.
Film Clubs are not bound by the classification system of the British Board of
Film Censors. We leave it to the personal judgement of parents and guardians
to decide if a film is suitable and will gladly give additional information on any
of the films being shown.

For further information please contact:
Mark Mountjoy on 01959-561501
manager@fleapit.info
www.fleapit.info

The Fleapit
Cinema Club

Twelfth Season
September 2008 - April 2009

A Private Function

26/9/08

1984. UK. 96 min. Colour.
Director: Malcolm Mowbray
Michael Palin, Maggie Smith, Denholm Elliott, Richard
Griffiths, Liz Smith, Alison Steadman, Pete Postlethwaite
Great comedy doesn’t get more British than this and British
comedy is rarely better. The script’s by Alan Bennett, the cast
has just about everyone, the hero’s a chiropodist and the whole
shebang is stolen by a stolen pig. Because it’s Bennett, a
seemingly gentle but deceptively acerbic wit adds a satisfying
layer of bulls-eye satire over the warm underbelly of divine,
almost farcical, character driven comedy.
It is 1947 and meat is still rationed, so when word gets round
that a farmer has illegally bred and fattened a giant pig, Maggie
Smith decides that a) she wants it and b) long-suffering hubby,
Michael Palin, should steal it. But a vigilant food inspector is
on the case…

Fargo

10/10/08

1996. USA. 97 min.Colour
Director: Joel Coen
Frances McDormand, Steve Buscemi, William H. Macy
This is the comedy-drama-thriller that made the name of
Fleapit favourites’, the Coen Brothers and for many it remains
their best and most enjoyable film. Central to its success is the
beautifully judged, oscar winning performance of Frances
McDormand as the heavily pregnant police chief whose
affable, folksy demeanour masks a mind easily sharp enough
to unravel the plot involving kidnap, fraud and, of course,
murder. The Minnesota landscape, where the Coen brothers
grew up looks pretty good too.

Playtime

24/10/08

1967. France. 145 min. Colour.
Director: Jacques Tati
Jacques Tati, Barbara Dennek, Georges Montant,
John Abbey
This is the third in the series of four M. Hulot films and though
it comes nearly a decade after Mon Oncle, the beloved Tati
trademarks remain. An ultra-modern Paris where familiar
landmarks appear only as fleeting reflections in the new
buildings of glass and steel is the backdrop for Hulot’s episodic
adventures including an appointment in a whirring, featureless
office, an exhibition of new inventions, a meeting with an old
friend at an aquarium-like apartment and dinner at a snobby
new restaurant.

Rashomon

20/3/09

1951. Japan. 83 min. B&W.
Director: Akira Kurosawa
Toshiro Mifune, Masayuki Mori, Machiko Kyo
It is 12th-century Japan and a priest, a woodcutter and a
peasant take refuge and discuss the trial of a notorious bandit
for rape and murder. The crime’s participants then each tell
their own plausible but incompatible version of events…What
ensues is a lyrical and masterly study of truth, human
weakness and redemption and marked Kurosawa’s entrance
into the cinematic pantheon.

The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert
1994. Australia.102 min. Colour.
3/4/09
Director: Stephen Elliot
Terrence Stamp, Guy Pearce, Hugo Weaving
Priscilla works on many levels – at its most superficial it is a
camp, rollicking road movie following a troupe of itinerant
drag queens travelling across Australia. At its most profound,
it is a touching portrayal of clashing lifestyles and the pain
majorities are only to happy to inflict upon minorities. The cast
is suitably eclectic with the main players all acting against type
– not least the ever excellent Terrence Stamp.

African Queen

17/4/09

1951. UK/USA. 105 min. Colour.
7:00 for 7:30
Director: John Huston
Humphrey Bogart, Katharine Hepburn, Robert Morley
We’ve been thinking about showing this classic since day one
and we’ve only just realised that the reason for not showing it
- its familiarity - is actually the very reason why we should.
After all, a film can only become part of our cultural DnA if it
is truly loved. So here’s the chance to enjoy the roller-coaster
ride and extraordinary chemistry that is Bogie and Hepburn
falling in love.
As our season finale this film will start 7:30pm and a hot
supper will be served in the interval.

In the Shadow of the Moon

20/7/09

2007. UK/USA. 95 min. Colour and B&W.
Director: David Sington
Buzz Aldrin, James Lovell, Alan Bean et al
David Sington’s documentary of the Apollo space programme
is an apt and gripping way of celebrating the 40th anniversary
of the first Moon landing. Featuring candid interviews with the
astronauts and original, spell-binding nASA film footage, we
get a glimpse of an extraordinary project.

Membership Application
Title:

Initials:

Surname:
Address:

Post Code:
Telephone number:
e-mail address:
(Please include your email address if you have one, it will not be passed
to any other parties and will solely be used for Fleapit communication.)

Annual Individual Membership

£35

Concession (student/senior citizen) £25

Annual Family Members

£45

Concession (student/senior citizen) £30
Please complete the above and send with your
cheque, made payable to:

THE FLEAPIT CINEMA CLUB,
c/o Mark Mountjoy, The Manor House,
Westerham, Kent, TN16 1TN
Membership entitles entrance to all films at no extra
cost. Family membership covers two or more adults
and/or children living at the same address.

Topsy-Turvy

12/12/08

1999. UK.160 min. Colour.
Director: Mike Leigh
Jim Broadbent, Timothy Spall, Alan Corduner,
Lesley Manville
A pre-Christmas treat from the back-catalogue of another
Fleapit favourite – Mike Leigh. However, this film sees Leigh
breaking away from improvised, bitter-sweet examinations of
contemporary life to present a lovingly authentic and richly
staged biopic of Gilbert and Sullivan. Much of the film is
concerned with the creation and staging of The Mikado, the
operetta that restored their reputation after the relative failure
of Princess Ida. As ever, it is an ensemble piece and combines
both broad comedy and acute character studies. It also has a
great performance by Timothy Spall - and a happy ending.

Fah Talai Jone (Tears of the Black Tiger)

9/1/09

2000. Thailand. 113 min. Colour.
Director: Wisit Sasanatieng
Chartchai Ngamsan, Stella Malucchi,
Suppakorn Kitsuwan
our first, and over-due, excursion into Thai cinema is unlike
any film you will have seen – but don’t let that put you off
because its narrative heart is a classic boy-meets-girl, boylooses-girls, boy-gets-girl-back love story. What makes it stand
out is its stunning visual treatment with a colour palette that,
well, sizzles in an explosion of neon pastels. Then there’s its
knowing references to the great Hollywood Westerns…Yes,
it’s as mad as a sack of squirrels - and gloriously entertaining
as a result. Sun glasses recommended.

South Pacific

Sunday Matinée - 3:00pm
18/1/09
1958. USA. 167 min. Colour.
Director: Joshua Logan
Rossano Brazzi, Mitzi Gaynor, John Kerr
Like the previous film, South Pacific uses colour in an
unexpected way with director Joshua Logan adopting strong
colour filters to indicate different emotions and moods. But it
is the captivating story (based on James A. Michener’s
Pulitzer Prize-winning book) and Rogers & Hammerstein’s
music that really make the film so special. Indeed, with some
musicals, all you have to do is list the songs, so here goes:
Some enchanted evening, Bali H'ai, There is nothing Like a
Dame, I'm in Love With a Wonderful Guy, Younger Than
Springtime. Little wonder the original Broadway show won
ten Tony Awards.

Le Ballon Rouge (The Red Balloon)

23/1/09

1956. France. 34 min. Colour
Director: Albert Lamorisse
Pascal Lamorisse, The Children of Ménlimontant

Le Voyage du Ballon Rouge (Flight of the Red Balloon)
2007. Taiwan/France. 114 min. Colour
Director: Hou Hsiao-Hsien
Juliette Binoche, Simon Iteanu, Hippolyte Girardot
A mysterious red balloon is tracking a lonely young French
boy as he meanders around Paris accompanied by his babysitter, a Chinese film student, who happens to be remaking
Albert Lamorisse's classic short children’s film, Le Ballon
Rouge – the film on which this film is based. What unfolds is
a gentle, poetic and mesmeric study of urban melancholia and
family disfunction. The film is driven by emotion rather than
plot, though underneath there is a story told extraordinarily
well, and fortunately Binoche, who plays the boy’s ambivalent
mother with quiet, fragile understatement, is perfectly cast.

Entertaining Mr. Sloane

6/2/09

1970. UK. 90 min. Colour.
Director: Douglas Hickox
Beryl Reid, Peter McEnery, Harry Andrews, Alan Webb
Kath (Reid in delicious form) is lonely so when she spots Mr.
Sloane in a cemetery, she invites him to lodge with her. Despite
the age difference, Sloane plays along, hiding the truth about
his unpleasant past. Then Kath's brother ed shows up and also
takes a shine to Sloane…Based on Jo orton’s stage play,
screenwriter Clive exton captures the amoral essence of
orton’s trademark black comedy and while orton’s work no
longer causes controversy, his taboo-busting, snook-cocking
right-between-the-eyes humour still hits home.

Good Bye Lenin!

20/2/09

2002. Germany. 118 min. Colour.
Director: Wolfgang Becker
Daniel Brühl, Katrin Sass, Chulpan Khamatova, Maria
Simon
The Berlin Wall has fallen but in one east German home, the
news is not altogether welcome. Christiane, a lifetime socialist,
is dangerously ill and her son knows that news of the regime’s
collapse could be fatal and therefore embarks on an elaborate
scheme to hide the truth from her…Although the plot is, on
paper, farcical, writer/director Becker handles it with such
finesse that our disbelief is easily suspended. The result is a
funny, moving and fascinating insight into the most significant
political upheaval of recent times.

Silent Night VIII

6/3/09

We once again welcome Stephen Horne as our accompanist.

Le Voleur Invisible (The Invisible Thief)

1909. France. 1 reel. B&W.
Director: Ferdinand Zecca
As ever on Silent night, we bring you a film that is
celebrating its centenary. This year it’s an early sort-of horror
film inspired by HG Wells’ short novel, The Invisible Man,
published in 1897. The story here, though, is simpler and to
the point: a man rendered invisible by a concoction of his
own making immediately goes on a crime spree…

Habeas Corpus
1928. USA. 2 reels. B&W.
Director: Leo McCarey, James Parrott
Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Richard Carle, Charles Rogers
Laurel and Hardy are among the few who made the transition
from silent films to the talkies without missing a beat.
Tonight’s film is one of their last before that transition. The
boys stop at a mansion to beg for food not knowing it’s the
home of a mad scientist who quickly hires them as grave
robbers to obtain the corpse he needs for an experiment. They
arrive at the graveyard and joyful mayhem ensues...

The Lodger
1926. UK. 91 min. B&W.
Director:Alfred Hitchcock
Ivor Novello, Marie Ault, Alfred Hitchcock
While this silent nail-biter was not Hitchcock's first, it was the
first to be truly ‘Hitchcockian’. Matinee idol Ivor novello
plays Jonathan Drew, a quiet, secretive young man who rents a
room in a London boarding house just as Jack the Ripper starts
his reign of terror. Before long, suspicion begins to fall on the
hapless Drew….

The Good, The Bad & The Ugly
Sunday Matinée - 3:00pm 15/3/09
1966. Italy/Spain. 161 min. Colour.
Director: Sergio Leone
Clint Eastwood, Lee Van Cleef, Eli Wallach
The best of the ‘Dollars’ trilogy and arguably the definitive
spaghetti western. Hugely entertaining and beautifully shot,
the film has two other advantages – eastwood’s central
performance as the enigmatic and taciturn loner and ennio
Morricone’s iconic score. And to think eastwood only got the
part in the first place because he was much cheaper than the
preferred Henry Fonda!

Lawrence of Arabia

Sunday Matinée - 3:00pm

2/11/08

1962. UK/USA. 202 min. Colour.
Director: David Lean
Peter O'Toole, Omar Sharif, Anthony Quinn,
Jack Hawkins, Claude Rains
There are few films for which the words ‘sweeping’, ‘epic’ and
‘wow’ are more fitting. Two years and $13 million in the
making, David Lean’s finest hour (or three hours twenty two
minutes to be exact) is an object lesson in what cinema is really
for and what it can achieve. The film depicts Lawrence's
experiences in Arabia during World War I, in particular his
attacks on Aqaba and Damascus and his involvement in the
Arab national Council - and it’s not a bad way of spending a
Sunday either. The heavy weight cast live up to both their
billing and the compelling narrative - and talking of weight,
watch how o’Tool’s fluctuates throughout the film.

All About Eve

7/11/08

1950. USA. 138 min. B&W.
Director: Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Bette Davis, Anne Baxter, George Sanders,
Marilyn Monroe
For years, Broadway had been happily and profitably
portraying the foibles of Hollywood on its many stages. All
About eve is Hollywood’s merciless revenge and as Bette
Davis famously sneers, "Fasten your seat belts. It's going to be
a bumpy night." This is satire at its elegant, witty and
venomous best as aspiring and down-on-her-luck actress eve
Harrington (Baxter) persuades Broadway uber-Diva Margo
Channing (Davis) to help her. We quickly realise, though, that
eve is actually a cold-bloodied Machiavelli ready to do
anything and use anyone to get to the top…For once, a film
that thoroughly deserves all six of its oscars.

Went the Day Well

21/11/08

1942. UK. 92 min. B&W.
Director: Alberto Cavalcanti
Leslie Banks, Basil Sydney, Frank Lawton
Given that this is a piece of home-front, morale boosting
wartime propaganda, courtesy of ealing Studios, there’s no
surprise that the residents of Bramley Green, a small english
village, thwart the machinations of invading Germans and the
local Fifth Columnist. But the plot, based on a short story by
Graham Greene, is hardly the point. This is a fascinating
window on our history, a slice of idealised life based on a
genuinely harsh and dangerous reality.

